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TOP DEMOCRATS IN CONGRESS PROPOSED A
BILL THAT WOULD TAX APPROPRIATIONS FOR
THE WAR IN IRAQ YESTERDAY, ACCORDING TO
CNN.COM.

WILLIAM ROBERTS, VICE PRESIDENT OF HUSA,
EXPLAINS HOW THE EXECUTIVE BRANCH OF
HOWARD'S STUDENT GOVERNMENT WORKS,
THE LATEST IN OUR ''WHAT IS HUSA?" SERIES.

FIND OUT WHICH CLOTHING LINE IS GOING
INTO UNCHARTERED TERRITORY BY RELEASING A CELL PHONE.
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President of Malawi Discusses
Exploitation of Resources in Africa
BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Staff Writer

.

A packed crowd was enlightened
about the globalization of f\.frica, primarily
· the country of Malawi, when Dr. Bingu wa
Mutharika, the president of Malawi, visited
the School of Business Auditorium on Tuesday.
President H. Patrick Swygert explained to the full auditorium that Mutharika has previously visited the university and
several of his colleagues taught here. He referred to Mutharika's visit as a return home.
I
"This will always be home for you," Swygert
said.
Mutharika focused on globalization, explaining the many dilferences between Malawi and other more industrialized
countries. He also highlighted ways to solve
the issues that plague his homeland.
"Africa is not a poor continent,
rather it is the people in Africa who are
poor," said Mutharika, who was elected
JUSIJn Knight • Asst Photo EdilC<
president in 2004. Malawi has an estimated
population of 12.5 million, witl1 a growth President Mutharika (right) addressed students and faculty in the School of Business Auditorium.
rate of 3.3 percent.
tancy of 39.8 years.
He said that efforts are being made
He explained iliat Africa has large
Mutharika said Africa has contin- to increase investment in agriculture, manudeposits of gold, diamonds and other precious metals and natural resources.
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Xerox Lowers Prices of Office Supplies
In essence, reducing the cost of color

BY JANELLE N. DOBY
Contributing Writer
In an effort to increase its database
of loyal customers, Xerox has announced an
unprecedented move by cutting the cost of
its color printers and ink products.
Color printing in the marketing world
has previously been considered a luxury that
only the larger and more well-established
companies could afford. Reducing the cost
of these products will allow small business
owners to compete in the marketing arena
with larger firms for accounts that may have
once been considered out of reach due to
an inability to produce comparable presentations.
In a statement to investors presented
ilirough a Webcast last Monday, Jim Rise,
tl1e vice president and general manager of
Xerox's solid unit ink business unit, said,
"We're making color more accessible, more
affordable and easier to use for offices large
and small around the world."

copying and ink products will reduce the
cost of color printing to that of the cost of
printing in black and white. There will no
longer be a monopoly on who can provide
the best services with respect to reports,
photographs and color printing because the
small to mid size company can now afford to
offer the same high end finished product as
the so-called "big boys."
The slash in price for color printing
will also Provide cQllege and high school students an opportunity to develop and present
a higher calibe1' of work at a cost effective
price. Students will no longer have to sacrifice the aesthetics of color because of the
costs associated with it.
The p1ice cut certainly gives Xerox
an edge over its competitors like Ricoh,
Cannon, Hewlett-Packard and Eastman
Kodak. The ability to make such an offer
> See XEROX, Page 3

Pholo Coonesy of www.xerox.com
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Erik Prince (center) holds up a photo for the congressional panel.

.Blackwater CEO
Defends Firm On·
Capitol Hill
BY WARREN P. STROBEL
McClatchy Newspapers (MCT)
WASHING1DN - Blackwater USA founder Erik Prince defended his company Tuesday from
an onslaught by House Democrats,
who portrayed the defense contractor as an overpaid private army
that is harming U.S. interests in the
Middle East.
The normally secretive
Prince, whose company has secured
more than Sl billion in federal contracts, said Blackwater guards operated properly in a Sept. 16 melee in
a Baghdad square tllat left as many
as 11 Iraqi civilians dead and ignited an uproar over the use of private
military contractors.
"Based on everything we
currently know, tile Blackwater
team acted appropriately while operating in a very complex war zone
on September 16," Prince said in
prepared testimony for a packed
hearing of the House Oversight
and Government Reform Committee. ''There has been a rush to
judgment."
Iraqi officials say Blackwater guards fired unprovoked
on Iraqi vehicles that day, killing,
among others, a baby and a mother
of eight. The committee did not
probe the incident at the request of
tl1e Justice deparunent, following
tile rumouncement Monday that
tile FBI was joining a State Department investigation.
Blad."Water, under contract
to protect U.S. diplomats and other
civilians in Iraq, has been involved
in numerous other incidents in
which apparently innocent Iraqis
were killed, according to a report
released Monday by chairman
Rep. Henry \Vaxman, D-Cal. ·It
disclosed that company security
specialists were involved in nearly
200 "escalation of force" incidents
involving tile firing of shots since
2005.
Rep. Cru·olyn Maloney, DN.Y, chastised Prince for Blackwater's response to an incident on
Christmas Eve 2006 in which a

drunken employee killed a bodyguard to Iraq's vice president, and
was whisked out of Iraq wiili tile
State Department's knowledge.
Prince said the man had
been fired and fined. But an internal Blackwater e-mail released at
the hearing showed that he merely
forfeited bonuses and a return air
ticket worth a total of $14,697.
"If he lived in America, he
would have been arrested, and he
would be facing criminal charges.
lf he was a member of our military,
he would be under a court-martial.
But it appears to me iliat Blackwater has special rules," Maloney
said.
"We fired him. We fined
him. But we as a private organization can't do any more. We can't
flog him. We can't incarcerate him,"
Prince said in response to questions
by Rep. Elijal1 Cummings, D-Md.,
about tile same incident.
It is that apparent lack of
accountability that has caused
growing scrutiny of the burgeoning
private security industry.
No private military contractor has been criminally prosecuted
for alleged wrongdoing in Iraq.
Many of the committee's
Republicans complained that the
hearing was a partisan attempt to
smear a firm with strong ties to the
GOP. Prince's sister, Betsy DeVos, is
a former chairwoman of the Michigan Republican Party and her family has made large contributions to
tile GOP
Prince, a former Navy SEAL
whose ru1swers to questions were
short, pithy and filled with military jargon, said that 30 employees
of Blackwater and its affiliates lost
their lives in overseas deployments.
Not all died while protecting
U.S. government officials.
In tile audience Tuesday
were family members of four
Blackwater employees who were
killed and mutilated in Fallujah,
Iraq in March 2004, an incident
tl1at sparked a major battle involving U.S. troops early in the Iraq war.
The fanlllies are suing Blackwater.

Identity Difficl!Jlt to Determine in Piracy Cases, A:ttefney Says
BY LARRY OAKES
Star Tribune (MCT)
DULUTH, Minn. - In tl1e
first trial of its kind, a group of record
industry lawyers asked a federal jury
empaneled in Duluth Tuesday mor~g
to hold Jammie Thomas of Brainerd,
Minn., responsible for illegally distributing or "pirating" more than 1, 700 songs
she downloaded from the internet.
But Thomas's attorney countered in his own opening statement that
while the record companies might have
evidence that songs were shared from the

INDEX
,,. '
~

internet service provider address assigned
.
'
to her compute1; they can't prove that she
was the.one using it.
''No one can prove which computer actually did this," attorney Brian
Teder of Minneapolis said as Thomas
watched from her chair. "She didn't do
this ... you could see how someone could
highjack an IP address."
Thomas if the first of more
than 26,000 individual alleged fire sharers sued by tile record industry to take
her case to trial. Most settle by paying a
few thousand dollars, according to industry spokespeople.

Campus 2

Virgin Records American Inc., !em affecting the music industry," testified
Sony BMG Music Entertainment and the first witness,Jennifer Pariser, head of
four other record companies accused litigation and anti-piracy for Sony BMG,
Thomas of sharing Godsmack's "Spiral,'' ·the second-largest record company in the
Janet Jackson's "Back," Destiny's Child's world. "It has caused billions of dollars in
"Bills, Bills, Bills," and almost 1,700 oth- harm in the past four or five years."
er songs with "millions of other people"
Using a small compact disc
through the KaZaA file sharing network player from the witness chair, she played
from her home computer.
both pirated and "authorized" samples
Howeve1; the record compa- of J ourney's "Don't Stop Believin"' for
nies' suit focuses on a sample of 26 songs, the jury to show that the quality is identiwith potentially liability for each of up to cal or nearly so.
$150,000 if the jury finds "willful" copyThe plaintiff's lead attorney,
right infringement.
Richard Gabriel of Denver, Colo., toV
· "Piracy is a tremendous prob- the jury that the companies will pn·

Business & Technology 5

evidence"' iliat Thomas tried to cor>'
her piracy by switching hard-d.r
her computer, then presentinr
record companies' expert.•
examination.
Teder told
not guilty of clecer
_she mistaken I·
defective h?
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Alumni's Art Exihibit Open for Fall

WHAT

IS

BY MORGAN THOMAS
Editorial Assistant
The Howard University Gallery
of Art opened a new exhibit displaying
the works of artist and master print maker, Lou Stovall. This new exhibit, called
"Origin and the Landscape," showcases
original works of Stovall.
Located in the Lulu Vere Childers
Hall (Fine Arts Building), the exhibit will
be available for viewing until Dec. 14.
Stovall's prints were previously
showcased in the Gallery of Art in 2001,
but the nan1e of the·exhibit was entitled
"The Art of Silkscreen." The prints
featured in the 2001 show focused on
Stovall's recreated works of other artists
from the use of silkscreen.
Although Stovall is widely known
for his talent in recreation, he also has his
own original works that are worth note.
Scott Baker, assistant director of
the art gallery is excited about Howard
hosting the show and this time he's focusing on Stovall's original works. "\.Ve are
helping to contribute to his own career
as he evolves and develops as an artist,"
Baker said.
Stovall graduated from Howard University in J 964 with a degree
in print-making. Mer graduating, he
opened a business in 1966, which began
in his home, called Workshop Inc. Baker
said the business did basic framing and
mounting while also reproducing other
artists' masterpieces from silk screen.
Artists from all over would come
to him to have their work reproduced.
Stovall's business was a major success,
from both an art perspective and a business perspective. Due to his success and
wide recognition, he was given the Howard University Alumni Achievement
Award in 2001, according to Baker.
Along with his pieces on display,
Stovall will be giving three lectures in
which Baker said students and faculty are
encouraged to attend.
"\.Ve want faculty to bring art

I

I

I

William Roberts, Howard University Student Association vice president, reveals the workings of the HUSA
executive branch.
What is the executive branch?
The executive branch of HUSA has the basic responsibility
of carrying out actions. One, we're responsible to be student advocates to fight on behalf of student issues, but also
there's also a dual purpose to be a pseudo programming unit.
Programming that the General Assembly says we should do,
they kind of direct the executive branch to execute. Mainly,
we are all about student advocacy.

How do you work with the other branches of
HUSA?
Jerwny Burkett· Sti~ Photographer

Lou Stovall's "Origin and the Landscape" art exhibit opened on Sunday. Stovall, an alum,
will appear on campus throughout the exhibit to speak to Howard community.
classes to the gallery, hold classes in here
and listen to his lectures while in the atmosphere of the exhibit," Baker said.
Students in other schools and colleges

are encouraged to attend as well. Baker
said the greatest goal of the gallery is to
"teacll the appreciation of art and educate the campus community."

Life at the Mecca: Andre
Jeffers Juggles Activities, Jobs
BY ANNIE WHITE
Editorial Assistant
Five weeks into the semester, Andre Jeffers, a junior finance major from
Trinidad and Tobago (T&T) is already
juggling the responsibilities of being an
honors student, athlete, executive officer
for the Caribbean Student Association
(CSA) and an on-campus student ambassador for Lehman Brothers.
He is a part of the Scllool of Busines.~ Executive Leadership Honors Program and the progran1 has initiated the
semester in full throttle.
Jeffers, however, is confident that
he can manage honors courses as well as
the marketing campaign he is developing for a corporate sponsor of the honors
program.
Despite the time constraints of his
busy schedule, he is also the public relations officer of the CSA. His job entails
, cllairing the multiple comminecs v.-ithin
; the CSA, as well as being the promotional head of events and organizational
activities.
He is also the main point of contact for members, Howard University
organizations and staff and interested
students. Currently he is working on coordinating the reggae concert for H omecoming week.
"T his is one of the most anended
homecoming events and I am excited
about what the CSA is going to be doing
this year," Jeffers said.
In his spare time, or what he is
able to scrounge up, he is a liaison for Lehman Brothers Investment Bank, following his summer internship with the vVall
Street brokerage firm.
"Working 20 hour days was a
tough transition for me, especially com-

ing from the laid
back, Caribbean culture of T&T," he said
with a smile.
Although, at
times, he may not
have appreciated the
frenzied and demanding environment of
corporate America he
recognizes the benefits tl1is lifestyle will
have in advancing his
long term goals.
"I intend to
acquire certain skills,
resources and contacts while in tl1e U.S.
to help me bring stability and maturity to
Trinidad and Tobago's Stock Exchange
(TTSE)," he said. "I
want to help establish
Trinidad and Tobago
as an emerging financial investment prospect in this global
market."
Arrie White • Edi!Mal Asslsa:nU
O n weekends, Andre Jeffers runs all over the Mecca, playing soccer, serving on
he participates in the CSA boards and balancing corporate internships.
Howard University
Although J effers assumes many
Intramural
Soccer
Tournament \\-ith the Royal Youth F.C. titles, he said the label he is best repreSoccer Team. The season started last sented by is "Christian." His strong founweek and he said, "I feel confident in my dation in his faith helps him accomplish
team members and our ability to have an every day tasks, both big and small.
''.Jesus comes first in my endeavundefeated season . We have the exprrience, quality and confidence. The sky is ors," he said. '~I blessings are attributed
to Him. No matter how successful 1 bethe limit."
He has been training for the sea- come or how mucll education I receive,
son since the semester began and believes I recognize that God is tl1e foundation of
they will reap the benefits of their hard my being."
work.
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Basically, General Assembly acts just as Congress deals with
President Bush. We need General Assembly to get our budget
passed just as Bush has to get to Congress to get appropriations passed.
As far as Policy Board is concerned, HUSA president and vice
president both sit on Policy Board as ex-officio members.
That means we have a voice, we can talk, but we can't vote
just so we can be connected with Policy Board and so we
can know what issues are going on. The president and vice
president actually have no power on policy board.
Though people see executive the most, the powers of the
three branches are definitely equal. General Assembly has
powers that we don't and Policy Board has powers that we
don't.

What are your duties to the student body?
Number one, our duty is to advocate, whether it's about talking to Sodexho about issues going on in the Cafe or sitting
down with administration about accreditation issues. Our
main job is to be student advocates everyday. What we're
really supposed to be doing is to be talking to students. We
bridge that gap between students and the administration to
help solve those issues.

What are the different offices under the
executive branch?
Our staff is about 60 people strong including volunteers.
Mainly we have on our cabinet, our chief of staff, deputy
chief of staff, executive secretary, recording secretary and
financial advisor. Those are the positions we have to have.
Beyond those there's the director of student organizations,
director of student advocacy, director of policy and external
affairs, director of public relations and then this year we have
a director of special projects who does the programming.
They plan First Fridays, HUSA in Your House and Bison Ball.
The student advocacy department is something that we want
to really make sure works a lot. We're really tying to get out
and talk to gauge some of the students' concerns.

How can students get involved with HUSA
executive branch?
The best way is for them to volunteer. Our next staff meeting is Oct. 15 in the Blackburn forum at 6:30 p.m. All our
directors give reports on what they've been working on for
the past two weeks. Volunteers can kind of gauge where they
want to help out. All of our staff meetings are totally open.
I actually started out my freshman year as a volunteer for
HUSA.

Where can students find you to voice their
concerns?
Several places, our office in Blackburn center suite 102. They
can also find us online at husaonline.org. They can e-mail
us also at husa2007@gmail.com. Or if they see us randomly
walking across the yard or in the elevator, where ever.
Complied by Traver Riggins-Campus Editor

The Prices of Xerox Machines, Ink Products Gets Lowered
Co11ti11ued from FRONT,
XEROX
comes from the new printers' use
of "longer-lasting crayon-like ink
sticks," according to a Xerox press
release. The new ink sticks, which
had been in development for the
past five years, are now larger and
more dense, allowing the ink longer life in its use and productivity.
The need to replace the ink stick
less often accounts for much of
the savings.
For students at Howard
University, the cost reduction in
color copying will mean that students will have the chance to further impress their professors by
presenting work and projects in

color for greater effectiveness and
impact. Those who felt limited to
black and white copies because of
the cost of color are no longer restricted and are now able to present professionally comparable
papers, projects and other types
of work for the same cost as black
and white productions.
Freshman chemistry major Candice Thompson said the
reduction m the cost of color
copies will definitely work to her
advantage as she goes further in
her major. Thompson plans to
pursue a career in plastic surgery
and knows that color copies will
make a world of difference when
making presentations.
"It is easier for people to

visualize and have an accurate
picture of it if the stages and end
results can be illustrated in color
as opposed to black and white,"
she said. ''.A lot of times, just having a picture is not enough for
people to fully grasp the concept
you're trying to convey."
The same sentiments were
held by business, communications
and education majors on campus.
Students will no longer
have to leave campus to go and
have color copies generated, nor
will they be limited in the amount
of color copies they will be able
to have completed. The cut in
cost should afford the campus the
ability to provide adequate color

copiers and ink products on campus.
"I'm excited to know 1
won't have to get on the Metro
and spend even more money to
have color copies done," sophomore psychology major Tiffany
Stewart said. "It was a real hassle
last year because you had to make
sure you planned everything out
well in advance so that you had
enough time to go off campus
and get your color copies done if
you really needed them."
She contiuucd, "Most of
ihc places with copier machines
close to campus were not color
copiers, so you had to go a pretty
good distance and that meant
time and more money. \Vhat

Africa Not a Poor Continent,
Malawian President Says
Continued from FRONT,
MALAWI
lecture to be enlightening, but would like to have
heard more background information about diseases, such as HIV and AIDS, that are prevalent in
Malawi and may indeed affect the country's development.
"He touched on very important issues
plaguing sub-Saharan African, but he failed to
touch on the problem that Malawi faces with HIV
and AIDS," said Ramatolie Saho, a senior political
science major,
Saho continued, "\Vhilc he explained the
topic of globalization very well, HIV and AIDS are
ravaging the work force and will affect the economy
as well."
Many students believe there arc many
things for sub-Saharan countries to repair before
fully progressing.
"It was a good speech, and very positive.

He provided many ways to help his countrv," said
Kristin Mencer, a senior international business and
African studies major, "but he did not mention corruptiol).."
.tvlencer, who has studied in Senegal and
worked in Cameroon, said that many of the oncecolonized African count1ies need to become independent and cut their ties with their colonial powers.
Some students appreciated the attention
being paid to Malawi and the continent of Africa
as a whole. The audito1ium was packed with more
students in attendance than when Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi visited the campus just a few
weeks ago.
"He set the precedence for other delegates to come to Howard and explain African issues," said Farooq Arogundade, a junior finance
major. ''It's safe to sa) that with the turnout toda),
people aren't shying themselves away from topics
like this."

most appealing to the eye - color. Kudos to thci r resea ch team,
for I am sure there will be a huge
pay off in the end."
The end result of the colossal move by Xerox is an effect
that will be felt across the board.
Not only will the business industr)' beco,me more competitive, but
the consumer "~II reap benefits
never before imaginable. Students
from elementary through college
can now present work that is comparable to that of business professionals and executives. Xerox has
provided a new technology that
will provide a chance for any and
everyone to transition from the
world of black and white to the
wonderfol world of color.

Can \'ou Write?
•

Great!
'

Come to the
Budget Meeting
Mondays@ 7pm
in the West Towers P-Level
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Xerox has done should make it
easier for us to get the same work
product done, but right here on
campus. "
Dr. Nadine Ford, an obgyn with the Pinnacle \-Vomen's
Health Care in Bentonville, Ark.,
is excited about the transition because she can now give literature
that is in color to her patients.
"Presentation is absolutely
everything," she said. "People arc
more receptive to and more apt to
read information that is in color
than black and white."
Ford continued, "Xerox
obviously has done its research
and understands that in order to
hold the attention of the reader,
)'OH must first grab it with what is
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If you know that
the chain rule;has
nothing to do with
hardware, we have
a future for you.
•

•

Meet us at the Howard University Graduate and Professional Schools Day on
October 3rd. Blackburn University Center, Main Campus, 11am to 4pm

Howard

vs

South Carolina State University
Football Game on Saturday,
November 3, 2007
in Greene Stadium
..

Football ticket distribution
When: Wednesday & Thursday,
October 31, and November 1, 2007
Where: Lower Level, Cramton Audito ·
Time: 10:00 am to 3:00pm
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BUSINESS & T ECHNOLOGY 5
Entrepreneur Brings a 'Taste of P · y' to District
BY LINSEY ISAACS
Staff Writer
While expensive stores and
inflated prices for food surround
Howard's campus, the opening of
Philadelphia \Vater Ice Factory
(P\Vll•) proves to be a safe haven
for students' wallets.
The Philadelphia-based
franchise started on H Street in
April 2004, and bra11ched out to
a second store last month located
on Georgia Avenue across from
the Cook Hall dormitory and
Howard's School of Business.
Khadijah Bronson, the
Philadelphia native who owns the
two store.~, started her business off
of a spur of the moment decision
when she moved to the District
and noticed the lack of water ice
in the area.
"No one knew what water
ice was," Bronson said. "So there
was a need to open (a store] up.
The hardest part was finding a
location."
Saving up for a new store
was no problem for this alumna
of Temple University, who majored m civil engineering. Her
job allowed her to save up money,
which she used as a "stepping
stone" to reach her ultimate goal
of owning a business.
Although Bronson originally hoped to start a minorityowned engineering firm, she
remains happy with the decision
to give the Di•trict a "taste of

Philly."
The walk-up store on
Georgia Avenue provides customers with a unique frozen dessert,
which can be described as a mix
between an Italian ice and a snow
cone, with consistency and flavors
that leave customers coming back
for more.
With both a student and
community-based clientele, business is booming for P\VlF. Its
suitable location allows new customers to enjoy the treats on the
menu everyday.
"It's really good," said Aki]
Crawford, a Howard alumnus
who now lives near American
University. ''I was actually just
driving by and itlooked good, so I
decided to stop by."
Crawford, like many other
customers, was happy with his
choice and plans to become a regular whenever he is in the neighborhood.
Many Howard students
became familiar with P\VIF after
its introduction at the luau during freshman week. Since then,
students arc becoming regulars at
the store, which offers special student discounts.
"I like it, (andJ it's closer
than Rita's," junior marketing
major Jessica Mccullough said.
"It's convenient, and the prices
are better."
Rita's \Vater Ice, with
two locations on 14th Street and
Rhode Island Avenue, proves to

be the only competition for PWIJ\
whose stores were opened before
Rita's.
Both shops offer cold
treats, but differ in prices and definitions of trne water ice. \Vhile
the treat at PWIF resembles lt.11ian ice, Rita's use of real fmit ereates a sorbet-like ice.
Despite the competition,
P\VIF continues to be a profitable business with its convenience

in both location and time as the
store is open seven da)'S a week.
\Yater ice is also not the only treat
on the menu.
" \Vith our Philly cheesesteaks, there is no competition,"
Bronson said.
The menu is filled with ice
cream and other frozen desserts,
bu! offers food for customers that
is suitable even when winter rolls
around. \\Ith authentic Philly

cheesesteaks, hot dogs, pizza and
more, the busines~ gains profits
equally from all aspects of the
menu.
The water ice and ice
cream prices start at S2.99, and
the Philly cheesesteaks and hoagies range from S5 to $8. Other
items like pizza, pretzels and hot
dogs run between SI and $2.50.
Because \Vashington, D.C.
is filled with people from all over
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Khadijah Bronson (left) knew she wanted to run her own business and jumped at the opportunity to bring the Phil a·
delphla treat water ice to the District. Philadelphia Water Ice Factory has now expanded to two locations in the city.

the world. the succc~~ of this stoie
lit•s in the authenticit) of · :s prbducts. Bronson promott·cl the water
ice heavily to customers by handing out free samples to gain popul.1ril)'. Philadelphia natives who
n·cognize the tn1e dessert have
l'Onfirmed it legitim.icy.
Bronson said finding good
help is one of the few problems
she has experienced with the new
business.
She now employs three
H oward students and three students from a local high school. but •
sap it is too earl) to'tell if she will
experience anv stalftng problems.
\ \'hik the shop or. H Street
is seasonal, open from \pril I to
Oct. 31, the new shop on Gcorgia Avenue will be open all year.
Bronson said in order 10 endure
her first winter ''~th the shop,
she will attempt to both alter the
menu and invest in heating lamps
to accommodate customers.
Being open for a full year
will be a test of will for Bronson
and her stall: but she has an even
bigger goal to open Ill'\\' stores in
e.1ch quadrant of the 1 ount:ry.
She plans to begin her
search for new locations in Houston next summer.
Regardles:. of the outcome
of this enueprcnemial feat, this
Philadelphia treat will remain active on Georgia An•nuc.
Students can expect to sec
a P\VIF stand on the Yard during
H omecoming.

High Fashion
Comes to New
Cell Phones
BY KHALID MUHAMMAD
Editorial Assistant

°""''•
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Junior business management major Jeffery Flemming uses one of the Internet's popular
voice over Internet protocol services, or VoIP, to talk to friends for free while onllne.

Big Brother is Listening
BY MARCUS BIRD
Cartoonist
Imagine if people lived in a world
where everything said was monitored bv
microphones hidden within the environment, and people \\CH' constantlv being
monitored hy ,~deo c:m1eras everywhere
the' went.
This life exisL~ in "198-1-," a novel
depicting a grim illustration of the future,
written by George Orwell in 1947. But
with the new compan) Pudding l\.iedia
planning to use voice recognition software
to promote structured advertising, the
world could be headed in that direction.
In a world of broadband Internet,
the term VoIP voice over Internet protocol issvnommous \\ith n:gul.1r telephone
use. \\'ith a VoIP connection, a pel'Son's
voice is digitized and broken down into
data packets that an· sent through fiber
optic cables .1cross great distances.
As the voice is compressed and decompressed within this data transfer system. another pe~on can hear it using their
computer and a microphone with quality
comparable to that of a telephone.
Pudding l\:ledi.1 is taking this technoloi,') to another levt·I.
Normally, Vol P is a pat·kage-basecl
ser.ice, whi··h come' from .m Internet
provider. It is generally compatible with
call-waiting, voicemail functions and otJ1er services for a flat foe.
Pudding ~1edia is offering its
service completely free, only requiring
its users to accept an agreement that allows powerful voice recognition software
to monitor calls in real-time and display
ads on the user's screen based on specific
words the\ sav.
The idea is not clis$imilar to Google
ad~ that appear lo the right of the screen
when checking e-mail and arc based on
the content of the mt·ssagcs.
Pudding .Media CEO Ariel M aislos said hi$ companv is aware of the pri-

vacy issues and noted certain aspecL~ of
the service that help keep infom1ation
relativcl} private.
Advertisements are only displayed
when a call is made, and thl' service doc.s
not keep a log of the calls.
Anyone who signs up for the Sl'l'vice is required to give specific infonnation as it relates to their a~··· sex and location to display better advertisements.
The "Big Brother'' connotations
for the long-term implementation of this
technology are obvious, with the Patriot
Act of 200 I showing how easy it has become to reduce basic civiJ liberties.
l\1aislos and his company plans
to eventually use the technology on cell
phones and po~sibly other devices. It is
not an uncommon practic .. forcompanil'S
to use demographic data collected from a
variety of sources to analytc the possible
purchasing behavior of would-be 1.:onsumcrs.
Companies, such as Google, have
profited enormomly from practices like
these, using searches and filters in e-mails
to generate ads based on Internet users'
actions and messages.
Bianca Grant, a ~ophomorc psychology major, docs not agree \\ith Pudding Media's tactics. ''I certainly wouldn't
use it," she said. "I don't think it's right for
companies to use voice recognition software to further their own agenda."
Even tJ1ough the service is free,
there is some apprehension because of the
aforementioned privacy issues.
Christina Banlcs, a junior film production major, does not see the free tag
as an added benefit. ''I get long dist;mce
with my phone service," she said. "Plus,
I don't like the idea of peoplc monitoring
my phone calls."
M any people would like to know
that the onJy penon listening in on their
conversation i• the pel'Son on the other
end. Still, there arc those w110 would not
mind a free long distance l'alling service.

Consumers are in the midst of
a growing trend led by high class designers opting to enter the technological consumer world.
"'I oda), fashion has expanded
to encompass our wa\ of tile not just
how we drc". but ho\\ we design our
home. the hotels we stay in, the car
we drive and the technology we buy,"
Giorgio Armani said in a recent press
release divulging the details of his collaboration with Samsung Electronics.
Last week, Armani unveiled a
model for his ne" phone, "hich is in
the works with Samsung Electronics.
J\rmani and Samsung hope to appeal
to those wl o prefer •m.uler. mon: comp.1ct phones.
Equivalent to the size of a credit card ;md only I 0.5 millimeters thick,
the Armani-Samsung phone looks to
meet consumers' aesthetic and comfort needs.
Other designers are offering
similar products in concordance with
electronic companies.
1'1otorola and Dolce & Gabbana have joined forces. offering a goldcolored Rair phone with al'companyin~ earpitxc, headphones and lanyard.
Prada and LG Electronics have
developed a pseudo-iPhone. Many
consumers say LG and Prada are ''biting" off of the iPhone touch with their
iPhone look-alike.
" \Vhen I'm buying a phone, I
look for something with st) le, reliabilit)) features like texting and affordabilit)','' senior English major Karen Lawrence ~.ud
Thc1 c is no doubt that any
phone attached to these illustrious designers \\111 be stylish. The designers'
main selling point is their remarkable
eye for style.
Sophomore Spanish major
l...'luren Oxner said, "Because of the
designers' collective branding, they
will automatically sell more than otJ1er
phones with similar offerings."
P;llrizio Bcrtclli, president and
CEO of Prada, said in a pn·ss release
earlier this \Car. "1'1iuccia [Prada] and

I ha,·e been working with LG to give
this new phone a very strong character
and unique style, both in its contents
and in its design."
He continued, "\ Ve, just like
our partners at LG, are known for the
attention to detail and uncompromising quality of our products. And we
find these characteristics in the new
mobile phone."
LG and Prada believe that this
attention to detail and unique style will
ultimately bring them sales and broaden their consumer base.
Consumers pining to get their
hands on the LG Prada phone in
Pl- ,j)
y ._:ig.., ~
America will sadly be disappointed to
Annanl-Samsung phone: Likely $600
find that it will not be coming to the
United States at least not an}'time
oon.
It was rekased in Europe and
Asia earlier this year, with no clear date
- if any for a release in the United
States.
As expected, the price tags
for these items are high.
The LC Prada was released
at a price of around $800 in Europe
and Asia. Dolce & Gabbana's Gold
R:ur retails at a price of $-199.
To date, there is no dcfmitivc
price point for the Arm;mi-Sa.msung
phone. Rumors speculate that the
phone will cost around S600.
"The best thing about a
r' IOlo Co.
cl "" ........, ccm
phone is that it allows you to commuDolce & Gabbana's Gold Razr: $499
nicate with others," Lawrence said.
"If the [/\rmani phone] will be more
expensive, more people will go for the
iPhone."
To sell the idea of the phone's
importance, Armani said, "These are
all lifestyle decisions, where design and
performance are the criteria. San1sung
has successfully anticipated the growing role for consumer electronics in our
lives, while recognizing the importance
of self-expression in the development
of its products."
As tl1e trend develops, it will
be interesting to see if these phones arc
accepted as veritable competitors or
mere accessories to a stylish name.

LG Prada. $800

.

If money, corporate scandal .
or electronics spark your interest,
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Help us put the world into perspective
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PLACE: Blackbum Center Ballroom
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one presentation
limitless potential

MERRILL LYNCH
PRESENTATION
Howard University senlors are Invited to attend:

Date: Oclo !>er 3rd
Time: 6:00 - ?:00 pm
Venu~;

Sc.hool of Business, Student Loun9e

Merrill Lynch offers you unparalleled opportunities to build
your carcc·r: Our prc:-micr brand and global capabilities create
a strong =oundatian far you to explore a range of diverse
career options. A: this prc-scntation you'll tind out about cur
opportunities - and why it's a qreat time to join us.

Plan Lo allenc - and lel's explore lhe opporlunilies

Global Investment Banking
thief Ffnanclal Office
Technoloqy
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FE & S'l'Y 1,E
she said.

BY ROBYN FRANKS
Contributing Writer
Tara Papanicolas received her education
in fashion merchandising from the Fashion Institute
of Technology in Ne" York. "l began modeling in
shows for the store's original owner. and when he
mentioned needing help, I came to work at Alex,"

Papanicolas is no ordinary retail manager her knowledge and passion of fashion designers exceeds the norm.
The original owner
of Alex Boutique, Alex Garcia,
made his store to fit the mold
of a vintage consignment boutique. However, the store was relaunched again about three years
ago under new owners with a reconstructed theme.
"We changed the concept from all high-end consignment and vintage and incorporated up and corning contemporary
women's and men's designers," Papanicolas said,
"which actually make up about 20 percent of the
store."
Alex Boutique is a great spot for fashion.
Situated in the heart of Northwest Washington, D.C.
near George \Vashington University, Alex serves as a
style fix like no other boutique in the area.
"Customers want to know the backgrounc'

for everything," said Christel Barron, a sales associate who works with Papanicolas. "That's one of the
things you notice when you first come in here. You
have to give the customers more than 'oh that looks
nice or that looks great on you."'
"\Vhen I look for clothes, I look for shoes l
can wear every day and classic outfits that are comfortable," senior public relations major Robin Bellamy said.
Alex sells a small selection of sunglasses
from high-end designers as well as stylish shoes and
clothing. Alex is ready to help shoppers accessorizc.
T hey have purses, clutches and luggage, including
designers such as Chanel.
T he boutique is known for having high
standards and a selection that doesn't disappoint
when it comes to variety and comfort. Their merchandise ranges from vintage Bill Blass and Gucci
mixed with the tastes of Dolce and Gabbana to J et
Lag J eans and Chloe. ·T hey are especially loyal to
such brands as Abaete, Yoana Baraschi, Yumikim
and Iodice.
Alex carries vintage clothing and accessories for men such as Bill Adler, BAD bells and oversized belt buckles. T hey also ha,·c an arra) of men's

7

Jackets, denim, and tees.
The only setback is that Alex does not
have a wide array of sizes, so when someone sees
something fabulous, they should grab it. But when
putting together <lll outfit, chances are customers
will not have to worf)' about someone stealin~ their
unique mixture of designers.
Alex does consignment with three socialite
women who have vast designer wardrobes in new or
nearly new condition, which allows some merchandise to be "less expensive
though b)' no means
bargain basement
secondary line."
Local customer Yasmine has been shopping at Alex for three years. -'fhe clothes arc new and
they !Alexi always have new and upcoming designers," she said. "The selection gives you individuality
because it's not what you find in your typical department store. Coming from New York. it's refreshing to
find a store like this in \ Vashington, DC."
So far, the store has been featured in George
\Vashin&'1on University's Tht Hatchtf newspaper. Alex
also hosts in-store happ)· hours for local businesses,
during which they allow special sales to clientelc. In
addition to happy hours. they host fashion and tnmk
shows for special e\·ents.

Sex Addicts Exposed: The Commonly Misunderstood Disorder
BY SHANDRILYA LEWIS
Contributing Writer
Sex addiction is rarely
discussed and often overlooked.
"I believe no one talks about
sexual addiction because many
people do not believe that it's
a real problem," said Amber
Rudd, a sophomore legal communications major. "There arc
many people who cannot determine when someone is addicted or whc.n someone just
likes sex."
James 'Helf' Young, a
senior marketing major, doesn't
believe sexual addiction exists.
"There are people that have sex
a lot," he said. "However, I believe it is just all in their mind
that makes them think that they
are addicted."
According to Dr. Patrick Carnes, director of sexual
disorder services, 16 million
American women and men suffer from sexual ad.diction. In
one study, men proved to be
more likely to be addicted to sex
than women.
But Young agrees with
the study. "When it comes to
sex, men arc mort' into physical things, causing them to do it
more, whereas, women are more
emotional," he said. ''It is also a
double standard. Men arc more
likely to say they are addicted
to sex than women because the
chances of them beingjudged is

far less."
Rashada Thompson,
a senior human performance
major, believes men arc more
apt to be sex addicts based on
their mentali ty. "With males, I
believe it is some sort of power
thing," Thompson said. " Li ke,
the more people they have sex
with, the better they are."
Young disagreed, saying a man's environment has
more to do with his mind set.
Jeff Schultz, primary
counselor for the sexual compulsivity program at T he Meadows, said sexual addiction does
in fact come from the environment.
"The sex addicts that I
have worked with have trauma
and abuse history," he said.
"The sexual addiction stems
from attachment disorders."
According to T he National Council on Sexual Addiction and Compulsivity, 72
percent of sex addicts had been
physically abused in childhood.
Of these, 81 percent had been
sexually abused and 97 percent
had been emotionally abused.
Thompson
believes
that besides a person's environment, media plays a big part in
the initial act of sex.
"Television has become the new parent," she said.
"Children see so much sexual
content in the media that they
tend to want to emulate what

they sec."
Schultz agreed. "T here
can be certain sexually inappropriate material that can cause
a child who is exposed to it too
soon to lead down that road of
sexual addiction," he said.
Many students could
not tell the difference between
sex addicts and those who merely enjoy sex.
" Many people are ignorant to the subject," Young
said. " It is something that
should be talked about more
because then people will understand it better."
Schultz said there are a
lot of factors that can help people differentiate between a sex
addict and someone who has an
active sex drive.
"T here arc several factors that define sexual addiction
- preoccupation with sex, continuation despite consequences,
moving beyond morals and values and a definite shame component," he said.
D ue to the fact that the
AIDS/HIV epidemic is spreading so rapidly, it is surp rising
that the issue of excessive sexual
behaviors has not been touched
on.
" I never really thought
about the scenario of someone
with HIV or AIDS being a sexual addict," Rudd said. "If something like that was to be made
more known, I don't think the

issue of this addiction would be
so often overlooked."
H owever, Schultz said
sexually transmitted diseases
(STDs) among sex addicts are
quite common.
"Considering they expose themselves to sex more,
the risk is extremely greater for
them," Schultz said. "Many sex
addicts very often become infected."
Thompson
believes
that sex, in general, has been
made into a sort of taboo issue. "If someone openly has
sex with everyone, people tend
to talk about it a lot more than
if people keep their sexual endeavors a secret," she said.
Schultz said, "About
50 percent of the people that
come in [to the clinic) have
pretty clear recognition of sex
as an addition, but many people
only see it as part of another
problem."
According to Schultz,
there is no cure for sex addiction. "There's only a recovery
process, such as learning to
mai ntain relapse prevention
skills," he said. 'j ust like any
other addiction, there are steps
that have to be taken to fight
the addiction.
Schultz
continued,
"Sex addiction is like a drug
addiction, except the drug is in
your head, and that's something
you cannot escape."

'

Ulneo tin . Aboca Press t~CT)

Many speculated that actress Halle Berry ended her marriage to singer Eric
Benet because of his sex addiction. Since then, the tenn 'sex addict' has
become a more commonly used phrase in American culture.
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BYALEX MCGAUGHEY
Contributing Writer
Hair salons have a tendency to cater to specific races
of elicntcle due to the varying
needs of different types of hair.
RoundBrushHair, a hair salon
marketing retail company, tries
to bridge this gap in hair care.
RoundBrushHair was
founded in January b)' Jennifer
D rew, a graduate of the University of Maryland. Drew, an
African-American woman, took
a trip to the Dominican Republic and fell in love with their
unique, all-natural products, so
much so that she created a company devoted to spreading the
word about them.
.Jennifer Occcan, a senior broadcastjournali~m major
at Howard Universit); was hired
as the new communications
director for RoundBrushHair
[RBH]. Occcan said that because the Dominican Republic
is such a diverse country, with
white, Asian and black people,
that not only black women can
benefit from the hair care products and stylists.
She said, "The products are all natural, easy to use
and not harsh on the hair."
RBH 's most popular
product is LaicoLaico, a leavein conditioner. The company is
based in Jessup, Md., and products can be bought from its \ Vcb
site, RoundBrush Hair.com.
The company relies
heavily its \ Veb site. which features their search engine called
the Dominican Salon Finder.
The engine lists Dominican salons from all around the coun-

tf)'.

fer going to (Dominicans) to get
my hair done. It's cheaper and
easier."
RBH doesn't rely on
marketing tactics to sell its products either. Instead, the Web site
is equipped with an open forum
and look-book section where
customers can speak on what
products worked f• .r them.
"I don't try to 'target'
black women," Occcan said.
"\Ve use word of mouth through
friends and family."
Christian Richardson,
a senior print journalism major,
is a regular customer of RoundBrushHair.com and was eager

to know if there was an actual
store where she could buy her
Dominican products.
" My mom has been using Dominican products on my
hair since I was little," Richardson said.
RBH
1s
confident
enough in the Dominican products that work wonderfully for
African American and Hispanic
customers, specifically.
The only fall back of
D ominican stylists is the "language barrier," Occean said.
However, Occcan believes the
language of beauty is unspoken.

The site also has an
'~k a Dominican Stylist" tool
that can answer visitors' hair
care needs.
Occean said the RBH's
purpose is not to replace women's normal hair stylists, but to
offer a different type of hair
care.
" I wouldn't dare ask my
Dominican stylists for a [style],
but if I want a bouncy blowout,
I know I can get it there," she
said, referring to the way Dominican stylists care for hair as
a "specialization."
This "specialization"
doesn't use curling or flat irons
like
AfricanAmerican
or
white
salons.
Instead, they use
blow dryers for
what is called a
"blowout," using
a round brush
(where the·company derives its
name from) to
give hair a full,
bouncy look.
" You r
hair just bounces when they're
done, and rhey
don't put as
much heat m
your hair," said
Shannon Miller,
a junior marketing major.
Mill e r
continued,
"I
would use the
Alison lorq . Kamas Qty Siar (MCT)
salon
finder. Dominican hair salons have become Increasingly popular In The District. Now, with the help of
Sometimes I pre- www.RoundBrushHalr.com, patrons can find local spota to get their hair taken care of.
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Harmon Leads As 'Quarterback' Of The Offensive Line
. BY Z'KERA SIMS
staff Writer
l'br many football te:uns
on the collegiate and professional
)e,cls. the most profound leader
on the tt•am is the quarterback.
I le is solt•ly rcsponsiblt• for
calling .tll the offensive plap1 in
the huddle and making sure the
players are in the correct formation.
l\iore often then not, fans
of the sport overlook the integral
role that the center plays in the
execution of plays.
fbr the Howard Uni\'ersit} Bison. that young man is none
other than senior Travis Harmon.
As the so cond brain of
the olfense, this center takes his
stance just in front of the quarterback. He is thl! first to touch
the ball and is often referred to as
"the smartest person on the field
next to the quarterback."
fhis is a responsibility that
fe" i:an handle. but Travis Harmon makes it look easy.
Harmon, a fifth-year se-

nior and Miami, Fla. native, began playing little league football
at the tender age of seven in the
sweltering heat of the sunshine
state and has been playing ever
since.
"I actuall) played little
league football with Manin Decembcrt, one of my teammates
now ,11 H oward," Harmon said.
"I started playing basicall) because my step dad just wanted
me to get out of the house and do
something."
As a Howard University
Bison, Harmon has made a profound impact on the offensive
line. He began the year as a second team preseason All-~lEAC
selection, and in 2006 was named
as a second team AII-?v1EAC selection.
"[Travis] is a serious individual that is good at what he
does," said Robert Hum, olfensive line coach for the Howard
University Bison.
In his short tenure as a center, Harmon has dealt with many
obstacles that could have deterred
him from the sport if not for his

diligence and genuine passion.
As a high school sophomore, H armon broke both of his
legs during football practice. His
injury was so serious tha t it had
the potential to end his football
career before it had the chance to
rcall y take off.
Instead, H armon persevered through the pain and succes.•fully completed rehabilitation.
Eventually, he earned a scholarship to H oward University as a
future Bison.
Since being at H oward,
Harmon ha~ learned 111any life
lessons that will prepare him for
the real world, both as a student
and an athlete.
"Howard has really p repared me for the real world,"
H armon said. "Here at H ow.,.rd,
nothing is handed to you, whether you're an a thlete or not. You
have to fight for and earn everything you get, both on and off the
field."
With this being his last
year, H armon has mixed feelings
about life after H oward and all it
ha~ to offer, along with all that will

be m issed.
" I just leave everything in
God's hands," he said. " \ Vith less
than I0 games left in my college
career, I just want to focus on that
because after l graduate, nothing
else is guaranteed, so I just enjoy
every Saturday."
Although this year will be
the end of Harmon's college career, he takes the time every day
to reflect on his proudest moments as a Bison, both athletically
and academically. One of his
most cherished is the camaraderie
of the team.
For his fellow Bison successors, H armon explains the key to
wmnmg games.
''The key to winning is being a family and working together
as a team," H armon said. ''You
kind of have to have a killer instinct. C hampions have that killer
instinct, a shoot first mentalit}' not literally though."
He continued, ''Enjoy this
because these are the best years
of your life, and don't take it for
granted because you're doing
something you love."

m
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Center Travis Harmon is one of the top players on Howard's offensive line.
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BALL'S FIRST BLACK MANAGER

Fraternities and sororities at Howard University often mirror sports teams at the school because of their tight-knit
,family-like atmosphere. However, Greek-letter organizations and teams also have many differences.

Greeks, Sports Teams
Have Little in Common
BY BRENT ROBINSON
Staff Writer
rhroughout the daily
hustle and buslle of Howard
life, many athletes and students
in Greek letter organizations can
be seen walkingtogetherin groups,
many times wearing clothes in the
same color and style.
They may wear matching "I-shins, but there are other more substantial reasons that
make them tht· same.
l\lany students believe that
although there arc some similarities, both groups are still VCf)' different in nature.
Chemistry major and
member of Alpha Chapter, Delta
Sigma l heta Sororit)\ Inc.Jcneria
Tapp shares these views.
"There arc certain!)' lifclon friendships that develop
bct\1 ccn teammates, as well as
between members of fraternities
and sororities, but the purpose of
why each person is there is completely different." she said. "l\1embership in a varsity sports team, a
lot of times cru1 be just a hobby or
a means to pay for school," Tapp
said.
Tapp continued, "They
botl1 contribute to the university,
but in different ways such as sports
teams bringing in valuable funding and positive publicit). Meanwhile, Greek organizations contribute to the university through
cultural enrichment and acting as
ambassadors while serving the lo-

cal co nun unity"
Along with fapp, many
students believe both groups differ in their responsibilities toward
their organizations.
The individuals in both
groups have a responsibility to
each othe1; but some students
believe Bison athletes take the responsibility aspect in the essence
of a temporary job.
They play their role and do
what is necessaf) for the team so
they can honor their obligations
to receive pa)nienl in the form
of athletic scholarships. Classical
civilizations major and goalie for
the Lady Bison soccer team Jessy
Perkins agrees.
"Even though not every
Howard athlete has a scholarship,
we.still look at the relationship between us and our sport as a job,"
Perkins said. "'\'bile on the job,
we still have to be able to learn
how to work with others, communicate with our teammates and
balance our time between our
sport and our schoolwork, but it
stops there."
She continued, ''.Just like it
would with a real job. I think students in fraternities and sororities
choose to be there even though
they don't have to. No one is forcing them or hanging a scholarship
over their head lo perform the
community service that they do."
Some students believe
these separate natures of sports
teams and Greek letter organizations do make it possible to be in
both groups.

There are quite a few
St\ldent athletes who are also in
Greek letter organizations and
arc able to serve both groups at
the same time.
Students like Kevin T yson,
who is a former H oward Bison
football team fullback and member of Alpha Chapter, Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity, Inc. is one e.xample. For two years, Tyson had
the opponunity to play for Howard's football team and be a member of a Greek letter organization
al the same time. H e believes
both entities give the student an
opportunity to grow as a person
and in some cases learn similar
and valuable life lessons.
"fur me, I was able to
learn how to manage all of my responsibilities for my schoolwork,
my team and my fraternity together," he said. "I also learned how to
appreciate taking care of those responsibilitie~ and how that would
alfect the other member~ of my
team and my fraternity."
In the long run, Tyson
agrees with his fellow students
that sports teams and Greek letter
organizations really are differen t.
''Ther are differen t in the
end, but they are both necessary,"
Tyson said. "I would recomm end
that anyone who is seriously up to
the task of being a collegiate and
being in a Greek letter organization should pursue such a path.
111c skills you learn, the pride you
develop for your university and
the opportunities that you create
for yourself are truly invaluable."

(CLEVELAND INDIANS)

Athletes Prefer Freedon1
of Off-Can1pus Housing
BY Z'KERA SIMS
Staff Writer
For H oward University students, it is a well-known
fact that on-campus housing is
limited. The cramped confines
of H oward can only house so
many students, and with incoming freshmen being the only students guaranteed housing. no one
is safe, even Howard athletes.
T his in turn lc.1ves many
athletes to scoundrel the city for a
place to call home.
Although students may
complain about the amenities of
living in one of the 13 on-camp us dorms, it offers the convenience of being steps away from
their classes, a skip away from
the Burr Gymnasiun1, and a hop
from Greene Stadium, contingent
upon the dorm you live in. T his is
something many off-campus studen t athletes long for.
"I used to live on campus," said senior Ceidrick M arcelin, a member of the H oward
University football team. '1 liked
it. It was very convenient. I used
to wake up like five m inutes before class and walk out the door
and I was p ractically in class."
Among the general
population of H oward students,
the re is a big misconception that
H oward University athletes are
guaranteed housing and ltltimately have nothing to worry about
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when it comes to the issue. !\fan)
believe they just shm1 up ;md live
m Cook Hall.
However. that is not the
case. All undergraduate students
seeking on-campus housing, athletes included. must participate in
Residence Life's housing lotter).
Room Selection and \'e1ification
Plan (RSVP).
If the prospective student athlete h<!S sufficil·mh· prepared throughout tht• year b)
maintaining good g1 ades Md being invol\'cd in on-campus activities, among other thing:;. there 1s a
good chance that the student will
get housing.
Contraril). there mav be
student athletes who elect to live
on campus without having participated in RS\'P.
However, it cannot be
attributed lo the I.tel that the}
arc athletes. It goes without saving that sometimes 11 is not about
what you know or what you have,
but about who you know and
what they have. Hence. many
athletes elect to li\·e together bv
finding rental propenics in close
proximity 10 the university.
"Some of my [athlete]
friends did not get housing because for whatever reason the}
missed ou l on RS\' )~" l\larcelin
said. "'\le .111 )j,·e in a house together VCf) close to campus. It all
works out in the end."
T he hassles and added

responsibilities of living off campus can he intimidating for many
students, especially talcing into
account the responsibilities of an
athlete.
lf not managed well, it
can be a recipe for di~astcr. fur
athletes who live off campus, time
management is imperative. Many
of these students do not have the
option of ,.;oing to their rooms
.lfter c;l ..sses or till' benefits of ,\
meal plan from the C'afe.
Howe\•cr. some athletes
think the benefits of living orr
campus far outweigh the benefits
of living on can1pus.
Not having to worry
about curfews enforced by coaches, and not having lo abide by
the visitation guidelines outlined
by Residence Life are a couple
reasons .11hletes prefer to live off
campus. l'v!any h<wc ~ro,111 to love
their independence and would
not return to campus life even if
they i:ould.
"! might move back
on can1pus depending where,"
said sophomore Todd H ughes,
a member of the Howard University football team. "Only if I
could liq: in Cook, probably not
though."
1\-larcelin agreed, "I
wouldn't trade the on-campus
convenience and experiences for
anything, but I love the independence of living olf campus. I have
adjusted very well."
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Racism Coverage Increasingly Prevalent In Media
It's no secret that incident seems to fuel another police in Washington Township,
America is a country built on and racist groups appear to be NJ. found a massive swastika
inequality, exclusion and class one-upping each other in visual carved into a cornfield. This was
stratification.
displays of racism which antago- while J ewish people were celSor.le may disagree, nizes those who have mobilized ebrating the beginning of Yorn
however, if America were truly to fight racism in America.
Kippur. Giant swastikas were
all about an equal opportunity
Following the Jena carved into the same field in
for success, the election of a "6" coverage, American media 1998 and 1999 with no arrests
black or female president would seemed to trip over itself in ef- being made in either incident.
not be seen as such a ground- forts to inform readers and viewAfter the J ena "6" rally,
breaking achievement.
ers of racist incidents either lo- a pickup truck with two white
It's a shame, but if cally or nationally.
men who claimed to have ties
women or blacks could realistiOn July 22, a black to the Ku Klux Klan drove past
cally take advantage of the same Coast Guard cadet found a noose demonstrators with two nooses
opportunities as white
dangling in attempts
men in the country,
to
aggravate
the
there would be much less
crowd of demonstraanticipation, not to menPeople need to stop being tors making their way
tion hope, surrounding
back to the buses.
deliberately
inflammatory.
Sen. Hillary Clinton and
The media
Sen. Barack Obama in
reported each of those
their presidential camsituations and one afpaigns.
inside of his seabag. Less than a ter ai1other, more racist incidents
With racism ingrained month later, a Coast Guard di- were uncovered on the news or
in so much of America's history versity instructor found a noose in papers across the country.
it is disturbing that any group on the floor of her office during
It appears as if groups
of people could find themselves a break from classes.
of racists across the country are
surprised when racist acts occur,
How is it that Ameri- being deliberately inflammatory.
given the nation's history.
can military forces are expected
Those in opposition of
Even more disturbing is to unite and stand against for- racism have to prove that enough
that with all of the information eign enemies when it is clear is enough by showing racists that
and news coverage, biased or that the some within the armed uniting and demonstrating, as
not, concerning recent racially forces have problems with people seen in the Jena "6" rally, is not
motivated incidents, some have of color and make it a point to about one instance of racism
claimed to not understand the degrade the people they work and injustice, but of the practice
severity behind racist symbols with?
in general.
such as nooses or swastikas.
On Friday, Sept. 7, a
It is also apparent that
That is a problem that noose was found on the campus as members of the black comcould easily be solved by opening of the University of Maryland- munity, we need to show that
a history book or perhaps watch- College Park near the Nyum- demonstrating for change is not
ing a documentary.
bun1 Cultural Center during the a once in a lifetime occurrence
1fowever, the most ag- university's Black Terp \.Yeck cel- when racism continues to be an
gravating aspect of the surge of ebration.
ever present aspect of life as an
racism in the media is that one
On Friday, Sept. 21, American.
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Our View:

Correction: In the Oct. 2 issue of The Hilltop, a sports article concerning possible distractions caused by the band was mistakenly attributed
to Z'Kera Sims. It was actually written by Melissa Montgome~'·
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The Hilltop prints
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SIGMA WEEK

\VeekenJ 2007

9/30 - CALL TO
Cl-IAPEL

J:'..iclng
Octulier ~. 2007

11 AM

10/1
(SA) SO WHAT
NOW? BLACl<BURN
FORUM.

7: 14PM

10/2
(BBB) CITIBANK.
BLACKBURN FORUM.

7 : 14PM

Salunlag
October 6, 2007
NEW URBAN FICTION
NOVEL COMING
SOON TITLED;

GITT/NG OUT THE
GAME

Author: Omar Powell,
Howard

10/3
(EDUCATION) TEACH

\Vluhnan WJlcerOnle

FOR AMERICA.

\IDSWJlc
Jlowanl Plaza Towers

DOUGLASS 201 .

7: 14 PM

8:00am

l omfurlabl WJking AWre

10/4
MEETTHE

R!(1isler onhnc www.aiJswJl
washlnglon.ory

8ROTl-IERS.
FOUNDERS
BROWSING ROOM.

p resents

graduate 05

7: 14PM
•

"Clas

1c

Moto\vn

Stay tuned for

Plt~se bring melro fare

10/5
N IGHT OUT WITH

07-08 Pageant,

purchasing info and
more;
'www.myspace.com/
gettingoutthegame

Wi d
7 9pm @Slowe

www. gettingouttheHall Stu<lcnt

THE BROS. MEEl- AT
TREE.

(:iJl lo 0.apel
Cnunl n :\aclilonui

10/6

11.00 nm
Lvt•nuuJ

7: 14.PM

COMMUNITY
SERVICE. MEE·r A1.

Sod11I [venl TRA

TREE . 9AM.

game.blogspot.com
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Also look me up on
Facebook

Teach for America
informational session

Email; ,

Thursdav. October 4th

"'
omqrpowellbooks@
ahoo.com

at 6:30pm in School of
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Business room 200.
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Part time/ Full time/

tmtlAl~eMI,

Paid Internship In
Washington D. C.
Visit
Phantom Plate.com
Contact: Joe Scott
703-624-9318 or
send Resume to:

I
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